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Social media influencers are often seen as lazy freelancers who make a living being

paid to pretend they like products. But these “celebrities’” are more than just

marketing vehicles. If used properly, they can be effective agents of positive social

change.

Yet the UK government has taken a bold step by working with influencers to try to

stop the spread of coronavirus. It has paid several social media influencers and

reality TV stars to promote the NHS test and trace service – the system used when
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someone tests positive for COVID-19 to work out who else might be at risk after coming in contact

with them. The service relies on local public health teams contacting those that may be potentially

infected to ask them to self-isolate and test for the virus. However, to date, the service is failing to

deliver. This is for many reasons, one of which is the public’s reluctance to share their contact details.

When the system failed to reach its target for the ninth week in a row, the government decided to

change strategy. This is when it brought in social media players such as Love Island stars Shaughna

Phillips, Josh Denzel and Chris Hughes. Phillips, who has 1.5 million followers on her Instagram,

posted a photo of her with a friend, reminding her followers that “the best way for us all to get back to 

doing the things we love” is by getting tested for coronavirus. She reminded fans that the test and

trace service is “totally free, quick and is vital to stop the spread of coronavirus” and told them about

her experience of using the testing service.
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shaughnaphillips
1.5m followers

View Profile

View More on Instagram

26,395 likes

shaughnaphillips

A throwback to what I love most! Nights out and good friends! Although this may feel like
a distant memory to us all, we can all do our part to make sure we can get back to better
times, as safely as possible.

Guys I want to remind you about the importance of Coronavirus testing and that its
totally free, quick and is vital to stop the spread of coronavirus.

Getting tested for coronavirus is the best way for us all to get back to doing the things
we love and I love nothing more than spending time with my friends. Yesterday I visited
my nearest drive though testing centre, which is literally 2 minutes from my house! I was
able to book a test online, and have it carried out all under 1 hour, it was so convenient!
When I woke up this morning I had already received my results by text and email!
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Phillips, just like other influencers involved in this campaign, was paid for her posts. While the

government hasn’t revealed how much was spent on the campaign, it claims “over 7 million people 

have been reached” with the messages.

Typically a mega influencer who has more than a million followers will be paid around £10,000 per 

post so, of course, there was a debate about whether taxpayers’ money should be used in this way.

However, the right public health messaging doesn’t always reach young people. They are often less

engaged with mainstream traditional communication channels such as TV, radio and press. Paying

popular influencers to promote credible public health messaging is a genuine alternative if the

government wants to reach young people.

Powerful but ordinary

The impact social media influencers have – on young people in particular – is beyond doubt. And

their clout is particularly strong now that we’re spending more time at home online.

Of course, their power is most readily associated with commercial interests. The rise of the influencer

has transformed the beauty and fashion industries beyond recognition. Finding the right star to

endorse your product on their Instragram or TikTok feed, can make or break a brand these days.

They achieve these results by presenting themselves as an approachable “friend” to their social media

followers. They have a greater than average potential to influence others because they build a special, 

intimate bond with their followers by posting content very regularly and communicating with their

audience directly. When a fan leaves a comment on an influencer’s post and receives a reply, they feel

like they have a relationship with them, which reinforces the influencer’s ability to market products.

In our survey of 465 young people, we found that social media influencers’ content and their

“authentic” behaviours are linked to consumers’ tendencies to buy products spontaneously without

reflection.

Unlike traditional celebrities, who often keep their private lives behind closed doors, social media

influencers discuss personal experiences, good or bad, with their followers. They see such sharing as

more sincere and trustworthy than content coming from elsewhere.

Beyond these commercial activities, however, influencers have more recently been seen pushing

followers to engage with social issues. Audiences are interested in influencers who engage in activism

and who take a stand on issues. This has been particularly in evidence during the Black Lives Matter

movement, when fans looked to social media stars for meaningful statements and positions and even

demanded it of them when they were not forthcoming.

In our work around relationships between influencers and followers, we have found that many young

people are interested in social media stars who seek to drive change rather than just sell products.

This, combined with the personal approach, is what makes influencers an attractive prospect for a
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government trying to reach young people. If someone like Phillips talks about test and trace on

Instagram, young people are likely to react and act.

The World Health Organization has been using influencer marketing techniques in its coronavirus

messaging since April. It has gone a step further by using a CGI influencer called Knox Frost to “get

accurate, vetted information about COVID-19 in front of millennials and Gen Z”. The computer-

generated 20-year-old has been posting to just under a million Instagram followers about coronavirus

safety and raising funding for the WHO.

In times when the economy is suffering, many might question why the UK government is paying

social media stars to promote test and trace services. In reality, spending of this kind has enormous

potential to deliver a positive impact. As our studies show, influencers are powerful in shaping the

behaviour of their followers. Until now, this was mainly done in the commercial sphere to drive

consumption, but now we are seeing more positive uses for their high profiles.

Before you go...

The past year has been marked by record-breaking hurricanes, floods

and heatwaves. As this extreme weather becomes the new normal, The

Conversation's academic authors have analysed these events and how

they are (or aren't) linked to climate change. Should you wish to make a

donation, it will help us continue to provide research-led reactions to

the climate crisis.

Will de Freitas
Environment + Energy Editor
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Behavioural science can help make the UK’s track and trace app a success – here’s how

Contact tracing is working around the world – here’s what the UK needs to do to
succeed too
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Contact tracing: why some people are giving false contact details to bars
and restaurants

Coronavirus: survey reveals what the public wants from a contact-tracing app
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